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Mungry for Justice, Hungry for Peace
Students last to Protest
Haitian Refugee Policy
By Julie Beck
long hunger strike 10 protest PrcsiRG News Editor
dent Btll Clinton's refusal to release
2
• Black armbands with the
Gtnll~r1J!Q1!Q j3am uba, many of
umber "264".
• Signs reading "Chnton: Brofv- s· · , Some arc
en Promises" and "Release the 26t being dQ;{.ihi]~ ·
~Yja Hf~
Haitians illegally detained in Guaif:/~t to·s~$ JJ~ Me ~anarno Bay."
of the 1-flGtf~c been
• A representative barbed wire
t QlOnths, some for
nclosure.
more than 15 months. · 9
• Chants of"HIV is not a crime. are children.
Over 150 other students an
Why are Haitians doing time?"
ulty pledged to give up meals or
• And a group of supporters from
Lhe law school, University commu- make other symbolic efforts in supnity and Ann Arbor provided the port of the Haitian hunger strikers.
Those Haitians have been on a
backdropfortheemotionally-chargcd
;peech given by Black Law Students hunger strike since January 29. 1993
Alliance (BLSA) Chairperson-Elect to draw allention to their situation.
md seven-day faster, Dan Varner.
So far, most of the response to
"Yeah, I've been hungry, I've their hunger strike has come from
.>ecn nauseous a couple of times, and Iawstudents and sma II organizations.
I've been light-headed," Varner said At Michigan, those groups include
to a crowd outside the law school the Haiti Solidarity Group, the Bakerlibrary on March 31. "But I can go Mandela Center, ACT-UP, the Haihome, to my home, and cat a meal. I tian Refugee Project and BLSA.
can call up my famil y and ask them
"Don'Lask me why I'm fasting.
how they are doing. They will tell me Look at what's happening and ask
that they are fine. They will ask me whyyouarenot," said Walter Lanier,
how I'm doing, and I can say that Iam lL,during the kick-off rally on March
fine. But those Haitians on Guantan- 24.
amo Bay can do noneofthosc things."
A seven-day faster, Lanier said
Varner was one of23 Michigan his purpose was to "bring attention to
students who participated in the week- the plight of 264 human beings de-

Page: Tackle Inner City
Educational Barriers
By Derek B. Lipscombe
rial Scholarship Fund Dinner, sponRG Editor-in-Chief
sored by the Black Law Students
On the football field, Alan Page Alliance (BLSA). "We have to help
challenged quarterbacks to try to in the preparation process 10 give
throw over his tall frame before he every child the opportunity 10 learn,
would catch them and throw them 10 because without preparation opporthe ground.
tunity is just an empty promise."
On Saturday night, Page chalPage, who became the first perlenged students to give back to their son of color Lo win a seat on the
communities to help youngsters pre- Minnesota Supreme Court last Nopare for their futures.
vember, has been active for many
"We are at that point in our his- years in minority youth education
tory where we have to face the issues programs. He said hisinterest peaked
for those who have given up hope and after a "painful" experience during
who have lost faith in what society his last year of professional football.
has to offer them," said Page, before
During the pre-season, the fuabout 100 people at the 15th Annual
Alden J. "Butch" Carpenter MemoSee PA CE, page 5

photo by Emily Auckland
BLSA Chairman-elect Daniel Varnu (2L) speaks during the raUy outside the law library.

Lained against their will for no other asylum whkh should be pursued in Lion of international law and simple
reason than for the color of their skin the U.S. However,they have not been concepts of human rightS," said Gina
and for being HIV-positive."
allowed to move from Guantanamo Ulysse, a Haitian-American doctoral
student and member of the Haiti
The United States government Bay because of their H1 V-status.
is detaining the 264 refugees, who
"Clinton's policy is not only a Solidarity Group.
have already shown that they have complete betrayal of his campaign
See HA ITIA NS, page 5
potentially valid claims for political promises but is also in dll-ect viola-

Pro Bono Could Become
More Than an Option
By Brian A. Statz
RG Staff Writer
Fact #1: The American Bar
Association is considering a proposal which would require law
students LO complete a set number
of hours of pro bono work while
still in law school. Startled?
Fact #2: As of now, everything is still up in the air. So much
so, that an ABA representative in
Chicago stated that it was uncertain precisely what the status of
the proposal was. However, it is
possible that the proposal, in one
form or another, would be voted
on by the ABA this summer.
The proposal recommends
that the ABA "encourage law
schools to establish a public serv-

ice requirement, the fulfillment of
which would be necessary for gradualion."
It goes on 10 say that while services would be performed without
compensation, academic credit could
be granted for such work. The report
accompanying the proposal sLates that
the requirement "will benefit the
student, the legal profession and the
community."
The benefits to the student would
be in the form of enriched education
and "familiarity and commitment" 10
public service. The proposal sLates
that a pro bono requirement for law
studentS "will improve public opinion of a profession which is increasingly viewed as working only for Lhe
wealthy."

Asfaras thecommunitygoes,
it was estimated that "law studentS
nationwide could increase the delivery of free legal services by 10
to 20 percent."
The proposal suggests that
each student be required to complete between 20 and 35 hours of
legal public service work during
both second and third years of law
school. It also admits that each
individual law school should be
given room to develop a program
which best fits the students' needs
and the needs of the community.
While a nationwide pro bono
requirement for law studentS may
be new, a few law schools already
See PRO PO AL, page 5
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Could We Have Been More Diligent?
RG StaN' Editorial
The Res Gestae would like to respond to the demands for
correction for apparent inaccuracies in our news article of
March 22, 1993 entitled, "University Settles Pornography
Censorship Dispute."
The current dtspute centers on two assertions in the article:
one, that law students runnmg the October prostitution symposium removed a videotape work that they found offensive, and
then ordered the entire exhibit taken down; two, and more important for our purposes, Journal members held a meeting
shortly after the symposiwn to discuss the issue, and Professor
MacKinnon stopped an auemptto view the videotape.
Last semester two former joumaJ members and one current
member independently gave us the account of the Iauer issue.
They said that some members had reservations about inviting
MacKinnon because the viewing of the videotape was only intended to be open to Journal members.
According to those students we talked with, MacKinnon
insisted that the video be turned off shortly after it started
because in the quick viewing she deemed it to be pornography.
The students then held a long discussion on the issue.
The Res Gestae does not have a written policy on the
naming of sources; we prefer to name them whenever possible.
The reason these sources were not named is because they feared
verbal attack. Other students who have been quoted in past
articles about this incident were verbaJJy attacked by current
members for expressing their views. While we could have
made more of a "diligent" and "professional" effort to find out
what only a fly on the wall knows for sure, we felt that three
independent accounts of the incident from three students who
were at the meeting were enough. None of these three people
were or are members of the RG staff.
Shortly after the March 22 issue appeared, reporter Brian
O'DonneJJ received a phone call from Journal member Annemarie Pace (2L), who informed him that the assertion concerning the events at the meeting was flat wrong. When he inquired
whether she had actually auended the meeting, she responded
that she had not but had been informed by others who were in

attendance. When O'Donnell informed Editor-in-Chief Derek federal judge invaJidatc its speech code just a few short years
Lipscombe of this development, Lipscombe decided that the ago. So it likely is no coincidence that it would want to avoid
paper should not print corrections based on hearsay. If aJournaJ even the appearance of a ccnsor:;hip controversy, and therefore
member who was at the meeting had called to dispute our set out to quietly dispense with this matter.
assertions, then we would have printed a clarification.
As we noted in our March 22 story, the RG had a difficult
The next day, Lipscombe decided to try to find out from time trying to gcran} comment from Dean Bollinger beyond a
MacKinnon what transpired at the meeting. We sought her out short press release. O'Donnell repeatedly tried to talk with the
before the story ran but she was out of town. When MacKinnon Dean and actually, after a number of unsuccessful aucmpts,
returned to campus on March 29, she read the article and caJied fmally met the Dean tn person on Fnday March 19. However,
the RG to say our account of the meeting was wrong. Lipscombe the Dean was very busy and told O'Donnellto call back later in
met with MacKinnon that day to reconcile the conflicting stories the day. When 0' Donnell called back at the appointed time, he
concerning her presence and role. Prior to this meeting, MacK- got an answering machtnc, saying that the office was closed.
innon had drafted her own letter demanding a correction of
We feel the administration should have been more forth O'Donnell's story. In this missive, MacKinnon characterized right in !cuing the public know whether an actuaJ lawsuit was
the assertions as "bizarre and wholly faJse." She also stated in indeed imminent, or whether the artists were blowing smoke to
the letter that she never stopped an attempt to show the videotape have the University admn its malfeasance and create a little
(her emphasis) and that she attended a full showing of the vide- publicity to boot. Also, if the controvecsial videotape truly could
otape after the symposium and participated in a subsequent dis- be caJied pornography, could the re-showing be called statecussion with Journal members.
supported pornography? We don't know now, but maybe we
During the meeting with Lipscombe, MacKinnon stated will know it when we sec it.
that she had nothing 10 do with the initial rcmovaJ of the
While we understand that the Dean is a very busy person,
videotape and exhibit. She said that after the symposium she it is not as if the RG tries on a regular basis to talk with him. The
cautioned students that they should watch the video before pornography dispute has been an unfortunate incident from the
making any decision pursuant to a possible settlement. There- start, but it should not be allowed to be swept under the rug.
fore, since she had asked Journal members to watch the videWe arc not sure whether this "pornography" issue wi ll
otape to make an informed choice, why would she then prevent simply go away or resurface next fall when theJournaJ conducts
its showing? She also asserted that she does not know why any a follow-up symposium. Weare most certain, however, that the
Journal members would dispute her role in the controversy.
Res Gestae will seck: out the truth, and verify it.
That is when we decided to run this clarification. We also
want to flatly deny allegations that we would be unwilling to
print any corrections at all. In fact, when we are wrong we will
admit it. But one policy we adhere to is that we won't print corrections based on hearsay and uncorroboratcd information.
Aside from the intricacies and questions of who said what
Editor in Chief: Derek B. Lipscombe
at what meeting and when, we have further questions that have
Managing
Editor: Lisa D. Lodin
yet to be answered. We are curious why the administration
News
Editors:
Noah Finkel, Julie Beck
agreed to a monetary settlement when there appears to be no
Opinion
Editors:
Emily Auckland, Richard
compensable damage to the artists. This University watched a
Golden
Staff Photographer: Emily Auckland
Law in the Raw: JeN' Ward, Dawn Gard
Princesses: Rene McCurry and Lauren Zax
videotape at the meeting." This is complctcly false.
Cartoonist:
Dean Bochner
We held two showings of the videotape contruning Ms.
Office
Manager:
Dave Wissert
Vera's work: (Carol Jacobsen's worlc was not at issue), so that
Staff: Dave Barringer, Stacie Brown, Brian
Journal members could make an informed choice regarding
O'Donnell, Lynette Simmons, Brian Statz and
whether or not to sponsor a showing of the video at a subsequent
Kathi Wyman
date. Professor MacKinnon did auend one of the vie wings and

Gender Journal Responds to RG Article
To the RG:
Weare respondingtothearticleofMarch 22, 1993,entitled
"U M Seules Pomography Dispute: Artists to Receive S3 ,000;
Exhibit to Be Reinstalled." The article contains severaJ misstatements and misrepresentations of fact which we, some of
the members of the Michigan JoumaJ of Gender & Law, wish
tocorrecL
The article stated that the controversy started when "[l]aw
students running the symposium frrst removed a videotape
work that they found offensive, and then ordered the entire
exhibit taken down."
This statement is misleading because it contends that some
JournaJ members requested the removaJ of the video because
they found it offensive. First, the tape was removed in response
to a concern by some of the speakers, who felt that their safety
was in jeopardy.
No Journal member had seen the video (Veronica Vera's)
at the Lime that it was removed and, thus, could not remove the
video on the basis of whether or not it was personaJly offensive.
Second, we wished only to remove the one video that
contained Ms. Vera's work:, which we did not know would be
a part of the exhibiL We asked Carol Jacobsen, the curator of
the exhibit, to remove that one video. She refused. At that point,
Ms. Jacobsen decided to take down the entire display. We
understand that the integrity of the exhibit was at stake, but the
members who made the decision did so under non-ideal conditions. In balancing the interests, they felt that they had tO give
the speakers' concerns a good dcaJ of weight.
In addition, the article states that "some form er JournaJ
members said that when theJournaJ had a meeting shortly aftec
the symposium to decide how to settle the issue [Professor
Catharine MacKinnon] stopped an attempt to view Jacobsen's

was a participant in the discussion that followed. She did not
make any demands on the JournaJ with respect to the tape or a
future-showing. We also held a meeting at which the Journal
members alone voted as to whether or not to enable a showing
of the videotape. The Res Gestaeowes Professor MacKinnon an
apology.
Although we have had to dcaJ with the controversy surrounding the symposium, the members of the Journal who were
truly commiued from its inception have remained so. There are
currently forty-five active members, who are preparing our first
issue for FaJil993 publication and who arc proud to be a part of
this endeavor. In addition, there is plenty of room for a variety
of views on the JournaJ from any individuaJ who is prepared to
discuss and argue her or his point, just as a member of any
organization must do at one time or another.
We do not understand why this paper did not make a diligent
effort to ascertain the truth, and it is unfortunate and unprofessional that the Res Gestae published an article with such inaccuracies.
- MJGL members: Jane Marshall
Alicia Aiken
Anncmarie Pace
Laura Berger
Emily Peters
Nicole Burnham
Diane Smason
Jill Dahlmann
Susan Toepfer
Ann Kraemer
Laurie Webb
Jill Major
Bryan Wells

The Res Gestae is published biweekly on Mondays during
the school year by students of The University of Michigan
Law School. Opinions expressed in bylined articles are
those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the
opinion of the editorial staff. Subscription prices areS I 0 a
semester and Sl5 for a full academic year. Articles may be
reprinted without pcnnission, provided that the author and
The Res Gestae arc credited and notified. Mailing address:
The Res Gestae, The University of Michigan Law School,
721 S. State Sl., Ann Arbor, MI 48104-3040. Phone: (3 13)

998-7976.
Submissions to The Res Gestae should be placed in the
newspaper's pendaflex in Room 300 Hutchins Hall by 5p.m.
on the Friday preceding publication. Items submitted after
this time will not normally be considered for inclusion in the
following issue. Anonymous submissions wiJJ not ~
printed unless the identiJy of the author is disclosed to the
editors and th ere is a compelling reason fo r the author to
remain anonymous.

The Res Gestae requests that submissions be placed on
Macintosh or MS-DOS 3.5 inch disks. This will save us time
and expedite the printing of your ideas. The piece may be
typed in any of the following word-processing programs:
WriteNow, Microsoft Word, WordPerfect or FullWrite.
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Rodney King Verdict: Future Legal Repercussions?
By Richard Golden
RG Opinion Co-Ediwr
As we speak, the federal trial of the four

Los Angeles police officers accused of beating
black mowrist Rodney King continues and the
nation waits with bated breath.
The pending case raises pertinent issues in
the legal field, issues that hcrewfore may have
been imponantonly w lawyers and legal scholars. After being implicated in such a highprofile case, these issues are likely lO create
more controversy in the future. They include
double jeopardy and so-called "hate crimes".
Double jeopardy, as promulgated i:1 the
5th Amendment, simply means that a criminal
defendant, once uied with a final disposition,
cannot be retried for the same crime.
It sounds simple enough on its face, if we
only consider that the same sovereign may not
retry the criminal. The issue gets thorny when
we recognize that the states and the federal
government are relatively Independent sovereigns with differing jurisdictions. So, the
imponant point to remember is that the previous trial that ended last April was a criminal
ction for excessive force brought by the State
of California
This federal trial is brought under Title I 8
of the Federal code and involves the i'lfringement of King's civil rights. [For all you Law
Review types, the actual provision is 18 U.S.C.
242, which assesses punishment for "deprivation of rights under color of Jaw" because of
alienage, color or race.]
Some commentators, such as Walter Williams, argue that there is no practical difference
between the substantive content of the two
trials, because they are being tried on the exact

same set of facts.
The federal government, however, argues
that there is indeed an inherent difference between the state criminal proceedings and the
civil rights violations, which do not require an
underlying state conviction. One key difference is that in the federal trial, the prosecution
must prove that the officers acted with the
intent to deprive King of his civil rights, rather
than merely proving aggravated assault or
battery. [The language of the statute uses the
term "willfully".]
The Amencan Civil Liberties Union has
spoken on this issue, as we would expect it to.
However, it has taken what is for it, a rather
unusual posiuon.
In an extremely close vOLe, the governing
board voted to suspend an existing resolution
condemning double jeopardy trials. The suspension took effect in the wake of the federal
trial in the King case. Such a close vote
indicates that even seasoned lawyers are not
entirely clear as w when a federal trial following on the heels of a state prosecution constitutes double jeopardy. The ramifications of a
rule declaring that additional trials subsequent
to a criminal proceeding could have far-reaching effects.
For instance, the victim in the Mike Tyson
sexual assault case is in the process of filing a
civil suit. Could the courts, by analogy, declare that a civil suit on the same set of facts,
constitutes a form of double jeopardy? Finding the answer to such a question would be
quite interesting, but given the general precept
that civil defendants are entitled to far less protection than criminals, the answer is probably
no.

The second issue, concerning hate crimes,
also raises potential problems.
Not less than a year ago, the Supreme
Court struck down a SL Paul, Minnesota ordinance designed to deter hate crimes. Essentially, these ordinances provide stiffer punishments for ordinary crimes (assault, robbery,
vandalism) when they are motivated by the
victim's race or nationality.
The fundamental criticism of these statutes
is that thoughts and motivations are not a valid
basis for state criminal sanction. Of course, the
state can resort to the normal penal codes w
sancuon the particular "behaviors" but cannot
seek harsher punishment based on alleged
mouvation.
In the St. Paul case, the court felt that the
state could charge the cross-burning suspect
with trespassing, vandalism, and making terroristic threats, yet not charge him based on his
alleged motivation for the AcL
The anomaly, however, is that the aforementioned federal statute is essentially a hate
crime law, because it does not deal with deprivation of rights of any citizen, but only those
who are deprived because of their alienage,
race, or color. So if the local ordinances are
unconstitutional, shouldn't the federal statute
be so deemed? Or should the local ordinances
be deemed constitutional? That is another
conflict that maybe the courts will settle in the
near future as more cases arise.
Weare learning through the trial testimony
that the officers made racial epithets directly at
King during the beating, and also before the
confrontation. If the prosecution cannot prove
that the officers did indeed make the comments
at King, will a general pattern of racism exhib-

ited by the Department provide enough circumstantial evidence? In general, it seems
very difficultlO prove that the officers' conduct
was motivated by race and not simply rage,
lunacy, excess adrenaline, or perverse thrillseeking. The question lO ask is, would the
officers have done the same thing with a white
suspect? The easy answer is to look at the
complex pattern of racism and police brutality
not only in LA, but across the country, and say
yes.
Unfortunately, they can be prosecuted only
for their own actions in this discrete instance
and not for general patterns ofconduct by other
officers.
Perhaps the saddest part of the whole
spectacle is that no maucrwhat thejury verdict,
everyone cannot be satisfied.
U the officers are once again acquitted, LA
and other cities may yet erupt in mindless
violence and vandalism. Personally, I'll never
understand why people express their anger by
destroying their own communities, which already are in a precarious economic and social
position.
Is it a fantasy w hope that justified anger
and frustration can be channelled in more
constructive ways? On the other hand, if the
officers arc indeed convicted, the jurors will be
perceived as making a politicized decision based
on fear of being blamed for further rioting.
Right now, we can only sit back and wait
to see what happens. Hopefully, we will not sec
a repeatOflast spring's travesty and the federal
government will recognize that it needs to take
an active role in stemming violence by both
police and citizens.

Law Students Seek to Add Women to the Walls
To the RG :
Let's get our facts straight.
It seems that some students may be
confused as w the goals of the recent effort
toalterthedecor on our classroom walls. It
is unfortunate that some have apparently
greeted the notion of any change at all with
the knee-jerk assumption that all the portraits now on the walls will be indiscriminately ripped down- and perhaps burned by
a group of crazed women and minorities
who wish all white men would die and none
of our his wry existed?
If anyone with these concerns had attended the meeting to discuss what should
be done, he or she would have found that the
recognition of the accomplishments of our
alumni and faculty and the preservation of
meaningful portraits were unanimously
recognized as imponant (even though heaven forbid - some of those people may
be men). However, the current presentation
hardly does justice to these individuals,
since their identities and accomplishments
are inadequately displayed.
Finally, does every room have to celebrate our uiumphant history with shoddily
framed, sloppily arranged monochromatic
portraits? Would it be so wrong to have

rooms with more aesthetically diverse and rooms.
engaging displays on their walls?
By Monday afternoon fellow law students
I suggest that in the future anyone had reacted. We were happy to see that many
criticizing this movement contact me first to Jaw students were reading the posters, asking
find out what there is to criticize. There is no questions about the women, and discussing the
need to fear change, especially if you lend a lack of women on the walls of the law school.
constructive, informed voice to iL
However, other students reacted quite differently. These students disagreed with the place-Laura Miller, 2L
mentor the hanging of the posters and they LOOk
it upon themselves to remove and alter pans of
the display.
To the RG:
In one room that had 38 pictures in it, every
March is National Women's History flyer with a woman's name was removed.
Month. To celebrate this and to raise awareIn another room all of the picrures of women
ness of prominent women in the legal profes- were taken off the pictures and placed next to
sion and other fields, WLSA gathered wgether them on the walls. In one other room a case club
posters, pictures and names of women to post judge made a personal decision that the women's
in the law school. We decided that in order to pictures on the walls were inappropriate and he
prevent damage to the walls, to make these took them off and threw them ouL
posters have the biggest
The altering and destruction of parts of the
impact, and to have the posters be the most display concerns WLSA. These actions show a
visible, they should be placed where the pres- Jack of respect for different viewpoints and a
ence of women in the law school was most willingness on the part of some to tifle inforJacking-over the pictures on the walls of the mation designed lO raise the awareness and
classrooms.
provoke discussion among all. We question
To implement this project WLSA talked why some people were so uncomfortable being
with the Deans, and received the support of the surrounded by pictures of women. For women •s
Administration. On Sunday March 21, the hiswry month, we wanted to cover the walls
pictures and posters were placed in the clasS- with women and raise questions about why

Michigan, which by 1890 had graduated
more women than anyother law school, has
so few women represented on the walls,
and why so few of us know many imponant
women's names.
We think that what happened lO the
WLSA posters is part of a larger trend of
information removal at the law school.
Many times when posters announcing a
controversial speaker or topic are placed on
the walls they mysteriously disappear.
WLSA has had flyers announcing our
speakers on Bosnia removed, had meeting
announcements removed and now these
posters were removed. Having access to
information announcing speakers, lectures
or meetings is vitallO promoting education
and critical thinlcing, and the removal of
these items within a law school designed to
promote these goals is particularly dislurbing. WLSA is concerned about the removal
and alteration of our posters during the
week and disturbed about what these kinds
of actions portend for the law school as a
whole.
Sincerely,
Laura Pagano & Rachael Meny,
WLSA Executive Board members
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PAGE,
continued from page 1
ture Hall-<>f-Famerand therestofhisdcfensive
teammates were told to pore over the playbook
by an assistant coach and read it to each other.
But five of Page's young teammates had a
problem. Eventhough they had graduated from
some of the top universities in the nation, they
could not read
"It was a painful experience for them. It
was a painful experience for all of us," said
Page. "Our education system failed those young
men."
But those athletes, he said, were only just
the tip of the iceberg. Many other students who
are not given the proper educational preparation never get out of the ghettos. They never get
the chance to play college or professional sports.
Page said those students have to be caught
before they fall through a safety net and give up
hope that there are ways to succeed other than
winning a louery, playing professional sports
or selling drugs.
Page was lucky enough to get a good
education which he was able to fa ll back on
after a successful football career.
The only lineman to win the NA...'s Most
Valuable Player award and the leader of the
Purple People Eaters of the Minnesota Vikings,
Page attended law school during the off season
and after retirement first worked as an attorney

HAITIANS~
continued fro m page 1
Also critical of Clinton was Kathy
Wordlaw, 3Land Chairperson for BLSA. "This
amounts to a bait-and-switch comparable to
Bush's pledge of 'No new taxes! ' "
Law students at Yale, Harvard and Brown
have also staged hunger strikes. Michigan
symbolically received the Strike from Brown
University on March 24 and passed it on to
students at Columbia on March 31 .
Detroit Pistons playerOlden Polynice, who
was born in Haiti, joined the rally last Wednesday. He participated inhis own hWlger strike in
February and continues to campaign actively
for therelcaseofthosedetained at Guantanamo
Bay.
Polynice compared the treatment of HIVpositive superstar athlete Magic Johnson with
that of the 264 refugees.
"Magic was made out to be a hero, and he
knew how he got the virus," Polynice said.
'These people are being treated as criminals,
and many of them do not know how they
contracted the virus."
Lawyers for the refugees have won two
injunctions against the government, but the
U.S. Supreme Court has twice intervened to
stay the injunctions.
Just last week a BrookJyn District Court
ordered that those at Guantanamo Bay who are
in urgent need of medical care to prevent their
imminent deaths must either be sent to another
country for treatment, or the UnitedStatesmust
bring them here for care. This order affects
about 20 to 30 refugees.
Conditions at the camp are described as

in a large Minneapolis law flflTl for five years.
He then became an assistant auorney general in
Minnesota, before his election to the state supreme court last year.
In addition to his public service in the legal
arena, Page has also established a nationwide
and Minnesota program to help innercityschool
children. The Kodak Alan Page Challenge is a
national essay contest for schoolchildren in the
45largest school districts in the country. And
since 1988, the Page Education Foundation has
provided young men and women of color with
financial support to attend college. The recipients, which have grown from 10 in the ftrSt year
to 110 last year, are required to go back into the
community to work with young children as
tutors, mentors and role models.
"We have to show youngsters someone
like them who has been successful, insLead of
just athletes and entertainment role models,
especially in the African-American community," said Page. "Sending these young people
back into the community will make a difference."
While not every law student could make a
big difference alone, Page said that should not
discourage themor make them apathetic so that
they expect someone else or the government to
do the job. Page said each and every student
could make a ripple of their own for education
and spread the message to youngsters that "if
you work hard and prepare yourscl f, youcan be
successful, whether you're of color or not."

ButchCarpenterwasastudcntwhotricdto
make a difference and worked hard to help
others prepare for success. He was dedicated to
the survival and growth of economically depressed communities.
In 1978, shortly after his untimely death
which cut short his legal education, BLSA
established the Memorial Fund to promote
Carpenter's objectives. Each year the Fund
recognizes two fi rst year black law students.

This year's award winner and runner-up
were Traci Richards and Bentina Chisolm,
respectively.
Richards said her grandmother constantly
gives her a simple reminder which she said
makes her realize that she has to give back to
her community: "You are in law school not for
yourself,but forallthepcoplewhodidn ' tmake
it."

PROPOSAL,
have such a rcquiremem, while others are
considering it.
One of the more widely-known programs
is at the UniversityofPcnnsylvania Law School,
where students contribute an estimated 15,000
hours of legal service to the Philadelphia
community every year. Columbia also has a
pro bono requirement, adopted by the school
after a student initiative.
As far as Michigan Law School is concerned, a question arises as to the feasibility of
a public service requirement. The programs at
Penn and Columbia arc useful, in part, due to
the large number of people who live in the
immediate area.
Would Ann Arbor have a usc for several
hundred law students who want or have to

pcrfonn dozens of hours of public legal service? If not, how easy would it be to involve
Michigan law students in programs in Detroit?
Most would agree that those who voluntarily engage in pro bono work do so for the
inherent valueofhclping people who need lheir
services, and arc challenged to make a personal
commitment towards that end. It remains to be
seen, however, what level of commitment will
be given by those who are required to do this
type of work-work which they may never
have dreamed of doing, for whatever reasons.
Of special interest is the situation at the
NYU School of Law.
This year, 240 first-year NYU students
volunteered to pcrfonn 95 hours of pro bono
work during their time in law school. While
this may constitute 60% of the class, there is
still the 40% which did not volunteer, and
which soon may have no choice in the matter,
whether they like it or not.

abysmal. Inadequate sanitation, no flushing
toilets, no hand-washing facilities ncar the
portable toilets, and poorly maintained commodes which stretch from the dining area to the
sleeping quarters
According to ACT-UP, the camp is a
"shadeless enclosure surrounded by barbed
wire. Refugees sleep on canvascots incrowded
cinder block buildings. Because the top third of
the walls are screens, rain pours in freely. The
most frequent complaint of the refugees is that
bugs, scorpions, snakes and rats crawl on them
in their cots at nighL"
The national media has remained largely
silenL Word law contaetedNightline, CNN and
the Today Show, but none showed more than a
mild interest in the Michigan hunger strike.

NPR did broadcast a story about the hunger
strike at Michigan.
Legally the 264 refugces arc indistinguish·
able from those who ha vc been a II owed to enter
the United States, stated Leslie Newman, director of the Haitian Refugee Project and a key
organizer for the week's activities.
For the last several years, U.S. immigration law has excluded HlV-positive individuals from most immigration and tourist programs. However, the "HIV exclusion" is waivable, and neither HIV, nor any other medical
condition, is a ground for exclusion from the
political asylum program under current U.S.
law.
But with fonner President George Bush's
"Kennebunkport Order" all screened-in inter-

dictees were required to submit to blood tests.
Those testing HIV-positive were channeled
through a separate process.
Health organizations have sharply criticized what has been dubbed the HlV-quarantine. Dr. Paul Efner of the Center for Disease
Control warned the government that "concentrating people known to have an infection that
causes immunosuppression is a tent city is a
potential public health disaster."
Varner also spoke of the urgency of the
situation but added that, "You can ' tlock people
up because they are black. You can' t lock
people up because they're sick. And you can' t
lock people up who are fleeing for their lives.
It's a simple equation, and it's simply the
wrong thing to do."

continued from page 1

Haitian Refugee Problem: A Real-Life Drama
By Dirk Polis
Special to the RG
When the United States was wrapping up
its waragainstlraq in the fall of 1991,"Stephan,"
a 21-year old Haitian male was fighting a war
of his own. His war did not have global implications; he merely fought to survive.
When Haiti's ftrst democratice elections
were annoWlced, Stephan saw hope for his
country and rallied behind the popular Roman
Catholic pries(and presidential candidate,]canBertrand Aristide.
Stephan organized the youth of his neighborhood and pasted posters of Aristide over the
walls of his neighborhood. Aristide won in a
landslide. Stephan believed that Haiti would
emerge from its violent history.
When the military seized control of Haiti
and ousted Aristide, Stephan 's father was ar-

rested and manyof the youths who worked with
him and his father were killed Stephan fled
Haiti with his remaining family in a rickety
boat with 60 others.
Twelve Michigan law students, working
with the Haitian Refugee Project, heard many
stories like this one over spring break when
they travelled to Miami to assist three relief organizations dealing with the infiux of Haitian
refugees.
Leslie Newman, student director of the
Project, stated that a major advantage the group
had was in taking their own translator, Gina
Ulysse, Haitian native and doctoral student at
Michigan.
The Michigan contingent, sponsored by
the Law School and the National Lawyers
GuiJd, worked to alleviate the backlog of over
10,000 asyJum claims.

In addition to the spring break trip, the
Project also went to West Palm Beach over semester break. As part of a nationwide effort by
Jaw schools across the country, ten Michigan
students joined 110 otherlaw students working
with the United States Catholic Conference in
a two-week effort to prepare claims for Haitians living there.
Andy Portinga, 1L,stated, "The West Palm
Beach project waskind oflikeaM.A.S.H. unit,
and we were practicing legal triage. Over the
two weeks, approximately thrcehundred claims
were prepared. It was definitely a hectic atmosphere."
The Project is also making local efforts.
Thirty Haitians have been relocated to Lansing,
and students have been donating weekends to
interview the refugees and assist in preparing
their claims.
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Judge Promotes Equal Rights for Children
By Derek B. Lipscombe
RG Editor-in·Chief

Although the Constitution says that "all
men are created equal," children in America
are stiU treated as property, which leaves them
in a constitutionally unprotected status that has
led to a national emergency.
"Our children have been dialing 911 for
decades and we haven't even picked up the
phone," said Judge Charles D. Gill, a state
judge from Hanford, Conn., who spoke March
24 at the Law School about his efforts to
guarantee children certain basic rights that adults
take for granted.
GiU is one of the leaders of the National
TaskForcefor Children's Constitutional Rights
and has been traveling across the nation to
spread the group's message which advocates
the adoption of amendments to state and federal constitutions to make children equal on the
legal playing field with adults.
According to Gill, there are a number of
social indicators of a national emergency for
children.
Suicide is the second leading cause of
death of American children. An estimated
1,000 cocaine babies are born daily and about
3,000children become pregnant each day. Each
year nearly 500,000 American children give
birth to children. Another half miIlion chi ldren
are runaways and about 360,000 arc in the
foster care system. Cases of child abuse and
neglect are steadily increasing annually.
With any other national emergency, Gill
said, the federal government is usually ready to
provide money or military force to solve the
problem,such as dealing with Saddam Hussein
in the Gulf War. While state and federal governments have tried to help the national emergency with American children, Gill said nearly
all of the efforts have been "treating those
already identified as casualties, while on! y one
percent of the money is spent in prevention."
Instead, the government spends more on dealing with the children when they reach maturity,
by building more prisons and hiring more
judges, prosecutors and police officers.
The national emergency is escalated by a
juvenile justice system which is more concerned with "assembly line justice," which
does not usuaJly take account of what the
individual child needs, but looks to the rights of
the parents.
For example, in child abuse cases, the goal
of the juvenile justice system, Gill said, is "to
keep the abused person with the abuser with the
fond hope that the abuse will stop." Parents
accused of abuse wiU make promises to never
do it again in exchange for retaining custody of
their "chattel"- their children. Many times
though, the parent is back in court later for
another charge of abuse.
As a judge, Gill said he has not always
made the right decisions, also falling into the
trap that parents' rights should prevail over the
child's. In one case, he allowed visitation
rights to a father who took his two young
children to an amusement park where he then
killed them.
"There is no longer an American dream for
many children. Just an American nightmare,
which comes in bedrooms, emergency rooms

and court rooms," Gill said.
To remedy the problem, he said, more
effort has to be put into preventativeefforts and
also the country needs a national policy for
children, so they all would have the same basic
rights, unlike the present situation where there
are a hodgepodge ofdifferent state Iaws most of
which do not take into account the best interests
of the child.
The best national policy, according to Gill,
would be a constitutional shield for rightless
children, because constitutional amendments
tend to provide pennanent protection, unlike
statutory law which can be compromised or
changed at the whim of the legislature.
The concept, while foreign to this country
has been embodied by 79 countries across the
world which specify rights for children in their
constitutions. There are also 126 countries

which have signed the United Nations ConvenSome states, including Connecticut, are
tion on the Rights of the Child, since it was working on proposals to enact amendments to
ratified in 1989. The U.N. Convention is a sort their own state constitutions.
of magna Carta for establishing fundamental
Gill said he believes the time is "right and
rights of children, including adequate nutri- ripe" for such a change to take place, especially
tion, health care and protection from violence. with the change in the White House, since First
The United States though, has not signed the Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton has been very
document
active with the fight for children's rights in the
A constitutional amendment for children past In the last 12 years Administrations have
would put their concerns first and would enact been concerned about protecting fetuses, but
protective rights for them which are on the not about establishing children's rights once
same level as adult citizen rights protected by they are born, he said.
the Constitution. No longer would children be
The changes, Gill said, have to be made,
treated as property, rather they would be guar- because the present national emergency will
anteed the basic right to education, shelter, ade- continue to get worse and society and children
quate nutrition and health care and to the care will continue to suffer.
ofa loving family or close substitute in a home
"We all have in common a childhood,"
that is safe and free from drug abusers and said Gill. "But we only have one sh()( at it....
physical and sexual abuse.
There's no instant replay."

Shaw to Attend Conference in South Africa
By Stacie Brown
RG News Writer
Before assuming full-time duties with the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund in New York,
Professor Theodore Shaw will depart for South
Africa to panicipate in the Institute for Independent Research on Peace and Human Rights
conference on human rights.
The program will address the need for civil
rights legislation in a post-apartheid South
Africa. The Institute invited Shaw to explain
America's experience with civil rights legislation, especially in the areas of affinnative action and school desegregation.
Organizers originally planned the conference for April, but rescheduling efforts for

early June allow Shaw to join the venture along
with scholars from Europe, Canada and the
United States.
Besides auending the conference in East
London on the southeastern coast of South
Africa, Shaw and his fam ily plan to visit Johannesburg and Pretoria. One of Shaw's fwtdamcntal goals is to establish closer relations
between the law school and the University of
Fort Hare. the primary historically black institute of higher education in South Africa.
"Although we have excellent programs attracting scholars from all over the world, we
don't have significant ties with Africa," Shaw
said. "Considering it's the second largest continent and includes so many nations, Africa

New Section Grateful for P rogram
Dear Dean Bollinger,
Collectively, we. the 1992-93 members of
the New Section, think the New Section is an
invaluable part ofthe I L Michigan Law School
experience.
/laving obtained 84 signatures from the
1992-93 New Section alone, plus moral support from a much greater percentage of the
student body, we urge the administration to
conlinzu the program (and ifpossible increase
the scale) in the future.
Among the strengths of the New Section
are increased student exposure 10 current topics of law, and 10 non-traditional viewpoints
that increase the depth oflegal unders10nding.
Additionally, the New Section facilitates an
interdisciplinary approach 10 legal problems.
The eXJra class work is palatable because
ofthe unparalleled opportunitiesfor increased
professor interaction and academic feed-back
before e.xams.
Beyond all of the academic benefits ofthe
New Section, there are intangible strengths of
the program which are difficult to measure.
For example, there is an inexplicable closeness
of New Section classmates and a comparatively high morale that distinguishes New Section members from other IL students.
We recognize the New Section imposes
increased demands upon professors and ad-

ministrators. As upper-class students, many of
us would be more than willing to participate in
any way so as 10 alleviate some of these burdens .....
Respectfully submiued,
Roopal Shah
New Section Representative
The above letter was delivered to Dean
Bollinger in November 1992. Meeting with
Dean Bollinger was extremely productive in
that he reassured us that he fully supported the
New Section and it would continue.
We understand, however, that there is still
some difficulty in auracting support from the
faculty. We, the members of the New Section,
would like to express our enthusiastic support
of the New Section concept and our gratitude to
the professors who made it possible.
We are especiaJJy grateful to Professors
TheodoreSt Antoine, William Miller, Richard
Pildes, Theodore Shaw, Kent Syverud, Peter
Westen, Patricia White, and Christina Whitman
for providing us with an unique and memorable
year.
We would like to thank our dedicated
professors for establishing an excellent fou n·
dation on which to build our legal education
here, at the University of Michigan Law School.

should be beuer represented in our programs so
that we may mutually learn."
Michigan students have participated in internationalextemshipprograrns; however,these
have been concentrated primarily in Europe
and Asia. Shaw hopes eventually to establi h
an exchange program with Fort Hare, allowing
Michigan students to study in South Africa.
'Theconditions there are exciting-dtere' s
a thirst to learn," Shaw said.
The new ABA externship regulation, requiring on-site faculty visitation, may hamper
these effortS unless the administration fashions
a plan which would comply with the regulation.

School
Votteher
Debate
Tuesday, April 6
3:30p.m.
Room 138 HH

Prof. Robert Se dler
and Clint Bolick
will debate the
issue of school
vouchers
Prof. Je ffrey Lehman will
moderate. Hear why
parents should be able to
use y our tax money to
send the ir children to
~ priv ate schools.
_..-: :
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ocket
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ALL FIRST YEARS snterested in applying to a Journal: The Michigan Law Review, Journal of
Law Reform and Journal of Gender and Law wiJI be hosting a reception in mid April. First
years will be pcndaflexed with additional information.
Also, the M1chjgan Journal oflntemational l,aw will beholding itsannuai"Beersofthe
World" reception on April 21, 5:00-6:00 p.m. in the Lawyers Club Lounge. First years are
encouraged toauend and speak with current journal members about their experiences and the
benefits of journal life.
AITENJJO LAW SCHOOL COMMUNITY: All arc invited to attend Francis G. Jacobs'
lecture, "From European Community. to European Union? The Role of the Court", on
Tuesday. April6-4:00 p.m. in 120 Hutchins Hall. FrancisG.JacobsistheAdvocateGeneral
at the Court of Justice of t.he European Communities and the Law School's 1993 Helen L.
DeRoy Fellow. If you have any questions, please contact Margaret Palmer (747-4069).
LAW STUDENT OVERSEAS TRAVEL FELLOWSHIPS/APPLICATIONS FOR 1994-95:
The Clara Belfield & Henry Bates Law Student Travel Fellowships are intended to assist
students who have finished at least 2 years of law school or recent law graduates to travel
abroad for study or work experience. Examples of previous fellowship awards have included
work with environmental agencies in Kenya and Sri Lanka; internships with human rights
organizations, international agencies and women's rights groups around the world; and
research studies on a wide variety of topics such as drug law enforcement in Auslralia,
minority en1repreneurship in the United Kingdom, and employment discrimination in the
European communities.
Interested students need to apply for a fellowship no later than November 12. 1993.
AppUcations should be submitted to Dean Gordan (303 HH) and should include a statement
describing t.he applicant's proposed program abroad, a resume and a letter of recommendation from a University of Michigan Law School facully member. Flyers with more details
about the Bates Travel Fellowship, including descriptions of previous awards. can be found
in the magazine rack outside of Room 310 HH. See Dean Gordan (303 HH) or Roberta
Nerison-Low (307 HH) if you have any questions.
Since it takes some time to organize an overseas project, it is a good idea to start planning
over the summer even though t.he Bates application deadline is not until November 12, 1993.
FINANCIAL AID NOTES
BAR SWPY LOANS: If you are graduating in May and need to borrow to cover bar-related
expenses, you can take out a loan of between $500 and SSOOO t.hrough Law Access or Law
Loans. In order to borrow you must have been a prior borrower through one of these lenders.
If you borrow through Law Loans, we must have your application in our office by the middle
of April. If applying through Law Access, we need your application by the end of the
semester.
LOANS FOR 1992-1 993: If you need to borrow to cover expenses for t.his academic period,
please submit your application by the middle of the month. AppUcation packets for the 19931994 academic year are now available and can be picked up outside of the Financial Aid
Office.

bulletin board on the first floor of Hutchms Hall.
Students seeking exam changes for any of the above reasons should see Sherry
Kozlouski (not the professor), 301 Hutchins Hall beginning Monday. Aoril 12, but before
classes end. Students who believe they merit an exam change for reasons of illness,
emergency or t.he like should speak wit.h Dean Eklund or Dean Gordan before an examination
begins.
INTERESTED IN BEING A LAW SCHOOL TUTOR THIS SU\1\1ER? If you expect to be in
Ann Arbor this summer (studying for the bar, takmg summer courses, etc.) and would be
interested in tutoring summer law studcnL~. please contact Virginia Gordan (303 HH, 7645269). Tutors are paid by t.he hour for both meeting and preparation time. Time commitment
variable.
THE NEXT ADMlNISTRATIVE COM\-fliTEE MEETING. The Administrative Committee
will meet in Room 303 Hutchins Hall on Monclav. Anrill9 at3:45 p.m.Requcsts for waivers
to the Academic Regulations arc decided by the Administrative Committee. Any student
making such a request should submit a written pcuuon to Dean Gordan's Office (303
Hutchins Hall) at least four days prior to the date of the Administrative Committee meeting.
The petition must identify in writing the academic regulation(s) for which t.he student is
requesting a waiver, the specific nature of t.he request and describe fully the reasons for the
requesL
Booktrader: Drop off used books; purchase used books at 50% off the cover price. Where: Rm.
700-B (take Library elevator to the 7t.h floor, NW comer of the floor). When: Thursdays,
2:00-5:00 p.m.
CA LENDAR OF EVENTS
TUESDAY, APRIL 6
• At 3:00P.M. The Federalist Society will present a debate between Professor Robert Sedler and
Mr. Clint Bolick on school vouchers in Room 138 HH. Professor Jeffrey Lehman will
moderate the debate. Rescheduled from March 10.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7
• The ABA Section of International Law & Practice and the lmemational Law Societv present an
International Career Panel, to be held on Wednesday from 4:00-6:00 p.m. in Room 218. A
reception will follow in the Lawyers Club Lounge. Four speakers will address the subject
of careers in international law from different perspectives:
- Judith L. Adler, Associate, Jaffe, Raitt, Heuer & Weiss, and fonnerly of Coudert
Brothers (NYC)
- Bruce D. Birgbauer, Partner, Miller, Canfield. Paddock & Stone (invited)
- Roy B. Birnbaum, Sr., International Counsel, The Upjohn Co.
- The Honorable Rufus Griffin, Michigan District Court Judge.
Paradigms of Global Security. Winter Term. 1993. "Expanding the Boundaries of Global
Security: A Feminist Perspective", Wednesday, April 7, 4:00p.m., 150 Hutchins Hall. J.
Ann Tickner, Professor of Political Science, College of the Holy Cross, Massachusetts.

THURSDAY, APRJL 8
PLACEMENT OFFICE NOTES
• Asian Pacific American Law Students Association announces- Film and Discussion: "Sai-1JUDICIAL CLERKSHIP MEETING: A meeting for fliSt year students interested in a clerkship
Gu Thursday, April S- 7:00p.m. - Rackham Amph. This is a documentary describing t.he
after graduation will be held Thursday. Aoril 8 at noon in Room 150. Professor Kent
plight of Korean-American business owners in the wake of the Los Angeles riots. Dai-Sil
Syverud, current faculty advisor for judicial clerkships, and Professor Deborah Malamud,
Kim-Gibson, the director, andJuliePaik,an attomeywit.h the Asian Pacific American Legal
incoming faculty advisor, will speak.
Center of Southern California who is currently advocating on behalf of the KoreanARST. SECOND AND THIRD YEAR STUDENTS: If you have ajob, please let the Placement
Americans, will be present to discuss the film and recent developments in the effort to rebuild
Office know by filling out a job acceptance form. If you are looking for a job, please fill out
and/or gain reparations for damages.
a seeking a job form and stop by the Placement Office to talk with Nancy or Kathy. Bot.h
fonns are available in Room 210 Hutchins Hall and from the Placement bulletin board on the FRIDAY, APRIL 9
first floor. Thanks.
• Asian Pacific American Law Students Association announces- Sneaker: Elizabeth OuYang
Friday, April 9- 3:00p.m. - Room 120 in the Law School. Ms. Ou Yang, an attorney with
EXAM ANNOUNCEMENT
the Asian American Legal Defense Fund in New York, will give a presentation/discussion
SCHEDULING SPECIAL EXAMINA TJONS: According to the Academic Regulations in the
on ami-Asian hate crimes.
Student Handbook, students are eligible to take a final exam other than at the scheduled time.
One of the following requirements for an exam time change will need to be met
MONDAY, APRIL 12
a) An illness or death in the family
•TheU-M Center for the Education of Women. Scandinavian Studies Program. Women's Studies
b) 2 exams scheduled at the same time
Program present the 1993 Signe Karl strom Lecture, "Friendship, Love and Sexual Harassc) 3 exams in consecutive exam periods
ment in the Workplace" on Monday,Aprill2,3:00-5:00p.m. at theCEW Conference Room,
d) 10 credit hours of exams in any 48-hour period (students should be advised that the
2nd Floor, 330 East Liberty Street (near South Division Street). Speaker - Elina HaavioLaw School interprets the "48-hour period" as meaning two consecutive calendar days, e.g.,
Mannila, Associate Professor of Sociology, University of Helsinki, CEW Affiliated Scholar.
48 hours will run from 8 a.m. Monday to 5 p.m. Tuesday; not from 1 p.m. Monday to noon
Social interactions in t.he workplace are examined in a ground-breaking cross-cultural study
of working life for urban women in the United States, Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Estonia
on Wednesday, for example).
Examination schedules can be found in the racks on the 3rd floor of Hutchins Hall.
and Russia. A reception will fo llow the lecture and discussion. Everyone is welcome.
Assignmem of location and late changes in the length of an exam will be sted on the main
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In the Line of Fire: A Clerlcsllip
By David Barringer
RG Features Writer
ll wasn't enough that the man, after court
adjourned, liked to keep the power trip going
with agreen task-force jacket and black gloves,
which he wore when he knocked on my desktop, startling me out of the ovenime us rookies
feel compelled to put in.
No, Judge Diesel also had to have a macho
hobby, wonhy of his lx.~d and the tattoo of
Thor's"Gavel" on his bicep. Us clerks thought
he was eccentric, intimidating, and that he
cultivated vices we couldn't dream of. He
frequented the Ricochet Cafe, a coffeehouse
cum gun range, the place I knew he was taking
me to when I looked up from my desk and saw
his black duffel sagging under his arm like a
giant smile.
At the cafe, he held the door for me.
I plunged in, gripping my own duffel,
trying to appear at ease in this establishment
thatlinkedcaffeineanddcadly weapons. There
were mocha and tobacco airs, and people debaling publicpolicyoverthemuffleddischargcs
of firearms. The sound system played rerecorded themes from westerns and cop movies. The current groove was Sting doing
"Beretta's Theme." I stopped in the middle of
acrowd and took a deep breath.
"Aw, hell," said the Judge, pointing tOa
wall where tv's moniLOred the range. It was
surveillance art. The shooters were the stars of
their own shows. Oneofthempacked upand

left. Above the screens, a red pointillistic 87
clicked to 88. TheJ udge snatched a number at
the counter.
Standing in line, he rattled off anecdotes. I
mned out until, as I looked above his head to
where the red 88 clicked to 89, he said his wife
had been a nun.
"No way," I said.
"Yes, sir," said the Judge. Relating his
courtship, he portrayed himself as a romantic
powerhouse, no match for his wife's divine
calling. But he admitted that today, hardened
byexperience, he was more vulnerable to fetish
than romance. He even confessed a desire for
Patricia, his wife, to wear a nun's habit again.
He knew where to buy them, cheap. And
Patricia already had gancrs.
"She likes these poppyseed muffins," said
the Judge. A glass case displayed tortes, pastries, cakes, cookies and muffins. The line had
already inched by the previous cases, where the
Judge and I had drooled over .22's, .38's,
J57's, black, blue, stainless steel.
"Does she come here, 100?"
"Fridays," said the Judge. "In fact., she and
ourdaughteraremeeting us here at seven. That
okay?"
"Great," I said, eager to meet a Judge's
wife who packs a piece in her garters, beneath
her nun's habiL And, eager still, to meet her
daughter.
I surveyed the items on the chalkboard
headed, "Beans & Bullets," but I couldn' t
make up my mind. The girl behind the counter
wore a white apron and a holster lugging what
must have been a .44. Impatient, she moved her
hand over its holster guard.
"Don't back down," the Judge whispered.
"Get what you wanL"

"Gimme a double cap, and . .. and ... "
During my enthusiastic handshake, she
"A hundred," advised the Judge.
had to hike up the strap of her duffel.
"And a hundred rounds of .38's," I said.
The Judge reeled in his target, held it up as
She didn't move. She was staring me a doctor would an x-ray,andevaluated Saddam's
down. "The Good, the Bad and the Ugly," as new blemishes. Noticing his daughter's prescovered by Chris Isaaks, whislled in the back· ence, he herded us into the intermediate room
ground. I didn' t know what to say. The girl where we could remove our ear protection and
unsnapped her holster.
be formally introduced, during which the
I stayed calm. I slapped the money on the Judge's wife showed up.
counter. "For here, please," I said.
To my disappointment, his wife was toAnd she went for ... the coffee machine. tallynormal. L.L. Bean and faux-rusted-jungleThe good folks behind me cheered.
leaf earrings all the way. No nun, no gun. She
"Good work, son," said the Judge. "You only came to watch. Sadly, it struck me that this
got what you wamed."
was maybe one of the few times she and the
At the table, I sipped cappuccino and lis- Judge hung out.
tened LO Billy Ray Cyrus do "Bonanza," while
I was talking to Alicia, complimenting her
the Judge flipped through "Handgunner Jour- muscle tone and fluency in Japanese, while her
nal'' until the red numbers clicked to 96. Our mom and the Judge chatted a few feet away by
number was up.
the Remington deer-hunter posters. We talked
• • •
long enough to laugh, feel comfortable, go
The Judge was shooting holes imo Sad- through in slow motion some of her martial-arts
darn Hussein-the cafe also sold photocopies defenses, all of which I was the happy recipient
of Jeffrey Dahmer, David Koresh, and Pat of, and we even resolved to meet again, over
Buchanan-when I was startled by a tap on the coffee. At this point., we noticed her parents
shoulder. I thought it had come from the watching us. Patricia was smiling, approvJudge's wife, Patricia, the woman I was now ingly. Judge Diesel was stoic.
face to face with. She was blond, beautiful and
Inspired, Patricia fished a Polaroid camera
looked about twenty years old. I noted paral- out of her large, beaded South-American
leis between theJ udgeand Woody Allen. Other sackpurse to take a picture, following theJ udge 's
indiscreet inferences paralyzed me until she custom of commemorating his outings with his
introduccdherselfasAiicia,theJudge'sdaugh· clerks.
ter.
"Say, ' Notguilty,'" Patricia sang.

s. .

The photo that we watched develop showed
me in the middle, beaming, one ann around
Alicia, who is smiling, and one around the
Judge, whose arms hang stiffly at his sides.

•

•

•

Alicia and I took turns, and even swapped
weapons. Though both .357's, mine had a
plastic grip while hers had a custom- fitted
wooden one. Occasionally, we'd catch the
Judge eyeing us. Indicting me.
Patricia had just left for a poppyseed muffm, so we packed up and checked on the Judge.
His pulley was bringing in his target. When it
was in view, Alicia squeezed my hand and
hurried out the door-obviously the best defense she had learned in the years of dealing
with her dad, the unassailable judge, who was
now holding up his targetto the light. Our photo
had been taped to it. The center of the photo was
perforated so thoroughly the Judge and Alicia
were separated only by a blank space, resembling the negative silhouette of my body.
Oh well, I thought So much for the apprenticeship. So much for acting on a mentor's
encouragement to get what I wanted. So much
for taking the advice of a romantic powerhouse
who is also a father.
It wouldn't have been so bad, really, if it
weren 't that me and the Judge were spending the
next two-and-a-half months in such close quarters.
Myclerlcship with him had onlyjust begun.

~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

~mer
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Starters D omi·nate Moot court

By Julie Beck
RG News Editor
Keeping it lighthearted but asking tough
questions, Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
Judge Alex Kozinski joked that the Supreme
Coun in Marbury v. Madison was only kidding when it said that the judiciary had the
ultimate authority to interpret the law.
Judge Kozinski was responding to
Campbell Competition winner Teresa
Schmidt, who argued for the respondent in
the hypothetical case of Wilkins v. State of
Wyoming.
Schmidt and her partner, Jeff Weber,
were awarded top honors after final arguments on March 29 in Honigman Auditorium. Theycompeted againstfmalists Susan
Toepfer and Bryan Wells, counsel for the
petitioner.
All of the finalists are 2Ls, and all are
summer starters. Priyadarshi Sen, Chairperson of the Campbell Board, said that he was
very pleased with how final arguments went,
"especially since all of the finalists were
2Ls."
The case involved Lhe conflict between
a state statute, the Fetal Protection Act (FPA),
which restricted abortions, and a federal
statute, the Freedom ofChoiceAct (FOC:A),
which codified the Roe v. Wade standard.
Wilma Wilkins, a Wyomingdoctor,perfonned abortions which violated the state
statute, but which were valid under the
FOCA. She was convicted in Wyoming of a
third-degree felony and her medical license
was revoked.

The Wyoming Supreme Coun affirmed
the conviction and held that the FPA was valid
because it complied with Casey v. PiaMed
Parenthood. It also held that the FOCA was
unconstitutional and argued that Congress did
not have the power to intervene in state regulation of abortion.
Focusing on the state regulations which
had been upheld in Casey, Judge Kozinski was
joined by Judge Jerry Smith and Judge Emilio
M. Garza, both of the Fifth Circuit of the U.S.
Court of Appeals; Judge Harold M. Fong of the
U.S. Federal District of Hawaii; and Judge
Helene White, from the Michigan Court of
Appeals.
The judges all had experience in judging
mootcourtcompetitionsandsowereawarethat
fmal arguments were as much for the audience
as for the finalists, said Sen, who added that the
"questioning was interesting to say the least."
Kozinski repeatedly asked, "What does
this have to do with your client?" when theoretical arguments were raised. He also dismissed legislative history as "the stuff they
couldn't get votes for to put in the statute."
The finalists responded to the judges'
questioning and covered a variety of constitutional issues: federal preemption of state laws,
states' power under the lOth Amendment, the
impact of Lhe two statutes on the poor and
minorities and 14th Amendment protections.
The sixty-eighth annual Henry M.
Campbell competition was graced by Willard
Avery, the Campbell winner in 1933, who is
still practicing law. It also was the first time in
recent years that Campbell was judged by an

entire panel of judges.
Before the fmal arguments, other local
attorneys, judges and professors served as
judges in the quarter- and semi-final rounds.
"They told me where the gaps in my
knowledge were," Toepfer said, adding that
it was beneficial in preparing for the finals.
Wells agreed and said the pair a!so benefitted from friends who practiced with them.
"It made a big difference. You don't
practice in Room 100, and so any experience
in responding to questions is helpful," he
said.
Perhaps the most interesting story to
come out of this year's competition belongs
to Schmidt, who said "[t]he whole last argument was jinxed for me."
Schmidt lost the computer disk which
contained her brief two days before it was
due and had to rewrite iL She also had to
listen to comments about why she didn't
have a backup of the file.
Then, on returning from an orientation
at the firm where she is working this summer, her flight out of LaGuardia airpon was
cancelled.
"I was stuck. I had no money and the
ATM machine at the airpon ran outof money
because of all the people who were stuck
with me," she recounted.
She shared a cab with two strangers to
Newark, picked up a flight to Detroit and
arrived home in time to sleep a little-and to
battle the laryngitis she had contractedbefore going in to answer questions for the
fmals.
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Prin cesses Without a Country

And Now, A Word on Our Faculty
For nearly a year now, we have whiled
away our empty hours by entertaining ourselves and our reading public wil.h student
anecdotes and dish. We learned recently l.hat
the facuhy reads our liule literary endeavor,
vainly searching for tidbits about !.hemselves.
How horrible we fecll.hatl.hey have searched
•n vain for so long! Thus, l.hts column is
dedicated to our illustrious faculty, who are
possibly as gossip-hungry as we are.
Dear Princesses,
We have noticed a strange phenomenon
regarding two professors who, to the extent
l.hcy show up for "class," plan their "lectures"
in l.he elevator on the way to "class." These
"lectures" consist primarily of unrelated tales
of personal achievement While we are cognizant of l.he fact l.hat professors tend to spend
much time reading law review articles, it
appears that neil.her of these two read the
student work they assign. They are never seen
at the same place at the same Lime.
Arc MacKinnon and Payton the same
person? Please comment
-Signed, Concerned Feminists.
Dear Feminists,
We are slightly confused by your complaint. As far as we can determine, you are
upset that the classes taught by these professors deviate from the law school norm, in
which unrelated tales of personal achievement
are shared by less-than-illustrious classmates.
Perhaps they do spend a lot of time reading law
review articles. However, we believe that as a
student you have a less painful chore in the
reading of text books, whichcome with handy
outlines like Gilberts. Imagine the chore of
learning from law review articles without the
benefit of things called "capsule summaries".
However, now that MacKinnon and Payton
know of your concern, you might be fonunate

enough to be assigned the additional reading
you crave.
Having taken classes from both, we feel
that their untraditional style of teaching is a
welcome addition to a Princess's curriculum.
Their classes are always taught at reasonable
hours and there are no quizzes or Socratic
interrogations. Payton requires only papers, a
soothing return to the glory days of colJege; and
MacKinnon is genius enough to allow students
to write their own exam question. Did you
receive a bad grade from one of these women?
Or are you really bored and looking for more
fulfilling academic stimulation? If so, we recommend anything taught by JJ . or Kahn. If all
else fails, spend a semester at Harvard.
Dear Princesses,
Why is it that so many professors feel
compelled to make snide remarks against California? Don't they know that their livelihood
depends on California being the only state l.hat
cares enough about the law to make the changes
that are discussed in casebooks? Are these the
same people who visit in February and expect
to swim in the Pacific?
-Signed, Can't Wait to Get Back
Dear Can't Wait,
Who isn't embiuered by the long, cold,
Michigan winters? And remember, when you
become a faculty member, you no longer have
the anonymity needed to rush off to Florida or
the Bahamas on spring break to party in the sun
with tan, lissome undergrads. (Do faculty
members take spring break at all? And if they
don't then they certainly can't be trying to swim
in the Pacific in February.)
Might we be so bold as to suggest that you
have a teeny California chip on your shoulder,
"not that there's anything wrong with that."
After all, having been forced to read three or
four cases during the course of our tenure here,
we did notice that there were cases from Illi-

nois, New York and even Delaware. Since
they moved the Supreme Court from the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion to D.C., there have
been several decisions of note coming from the
Capitol City as well.

involved: perhaps you should reevaluate your
tolerance level before drinking with partners,
clients or at all in public this summer.
The Princesses' Award for Most
Gentlemanly Conduct: Theodore St.
•
Antoine.
The Samt ts well known for his humane
During one of our public appearances
recently, we were told of a piece of faculty approach to tcachmg law. However, we feel he
gossip that we felt sure the student body needed should be bl\·en special recognition for his
to know about. Eagerly, we confirmed the rcspel I mhd5-minuteclass hour. Even if in
story, researched it, footnoted tt, and had Davtd mtd-scntcnce. the Saint notices when the "naDinielli cite-check it But alas, we recetved thts ll,csar\: .;ct g restless," and htsclasses never
urgent missive m our pendaOexes:
run long. One need never worry about getting
Princesses- Please call me ASAP about tot he ncxtcla.ss, or home m time for Sally. Just
the XXXXXXX tidbit. It's got to be pulled - about every other prof here should take note.
"Deep Throat" 555-1212. (for those of you The Princesses' A \\ard for the FacuUy
who count these things, there are 7 X's and they Member" ho Most Wants to be a Student
have no correlation to the name of the imph- and Come~ Closest: Bill Miller.
cated faculty member. Leave Yale alone. Also,
Not onl~ was Miller ecstatic to be misDeep Throat is not the real name of the source, taken forastudenttn the halls of the law school,
nor is that "its" real phone number.] [No, once but his anecdotes in cla'>.c; differ not at all from
again we are not making this up.]
many stories told around the sacred tables of
So, because we value our sources and their Rick's. What other professor tells stories of
legal careers, we cannot print the item. But, we drinking, movie stars he hates (Sean Young),
would like everyone to note that our First magazines h" reads, groups offriends that don't
Amendment
rights
arc
being get along with each other, peers that chew wil.h
quashed ....quashcd, chilled, trampled and pri- their mouths open, and, of course, sex?
orly restrained. Pity.
The Princesses ' Award for the Faculty
Members Most Law Students Would
The Princesses' Award for Grace Under
Prefer Were Single: Lee Bollinger and
Pressure: Rev Pooley.
Dennis Shields.
Pooley recently threw one of his infamous
If the law school had a beefcake calendar,
parties where everyone gets drunk and has a which thankfully it doesn't, these two would ·
great time.... a splendid idea generally, more definite! y star.
professors should do it. Anyway, a first year
And, as a parting note, Kent Syverud has
student (in Section 2) (who will remain anony- a word of warning for all you Barristers out
mous to once again protect the really lame) not there. His insurance application was subject to
only passed out in Pooley's den during the the strictest scrutiny because of his affiliation
pany, but was awoken by the sound of his own with this most prestigious group, as the combarfing. A good samaritan cleaned it up, but pany was concerned that he might have a drinkapparently Pooley remained nonpluscd through- ing problem. Can't imagine why.....
out the incident. A note to the first year student
Ta ta for now.....

•
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Law in the Raw
Integrity Impugned

By Gard & Ward

an express checkout line. This precipitated a loud argument, A judge with far too much time on his hands:
A defendant was on trial for resisting arrest and then which culminated with the angry woman shouting at the woman
On December l 0, a bank's "rogue computer" was held
running from the police in the small southeastern town of abusing the express line, "I spit into your groceries." The in civil contempt and fined SO megabytes of hard drive
Pineville, Kentucky. His lawyer was attempting to prove alleged abuser was the wife of reputed mobster John Goui. memory and lO megabytes of random access memory by the
that the officers had used excessive force and that the Victoria Gotti said she "used connections" to trace the woman's U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of Florida.
defendant had escaped to protect himseU. The defendant's license plate, went to the woman's home, and dumped a box of After receiving a discharge in bankruptcy, John and Margawife was on the witness stand. The testimony went as dog feces on her.
ret Vivian received a dunning letter from NationsBank
follows:
regarding a debt that had been discharged. A bank executive
Lawyer: Do you believe the police officers were The Diminishing Value of Life:
appeared to testify that the computer had generated the notice
abusive or rough with your husband?
In February, Marc Cienkowski, 26,confessed to the murder in error. An apology was made to the Vivians and the bank
Witness: Yeah, they were slinging him around so he of his friend Michael Klucznik, 31, in Doylestown Borough, directed its computer not to send any more notices.
broke and run.
Pennsylvania, after a dispute over a game of Monopoly.
Nevertheless, the Vivians received another notice, alLawyer: What happened next?
Cienkowski shot Klucznik through the heart, using a bow and though it showed no balance due and no payment date. The
Witness: The policeman asked me [my husband's) arrow. According to thedistrictauomey, "[Cienkowski] wanted court suggested that the bank make clear to the Vivians that
name and I told him I didn' t know.
to be the car rather than the thimble or the hat."
this was not an intentional violation, but "the rampage of a
Lawyer: What happened after that?
rogue computer." After receiving yet another notice, the
Witness: The police called me a fat, lying whore.
Vivians wrote a letter to the bankruptcy judge, who treated
So what do they have J effrey Dahmer doing?
Lawyer: What did you say to that?
In December, Washington State Reformatory officials it as a motion to hold the computer in contempt. The judge
Witness: I told him I ain't no liar.
admitted they had erred in obliging a 53-year-old inmate's stated that, like the Vivians, he was "mad as you know what"
request to work in the prison's printing plant. He was serving and was "not going to take it anymore." Accordingly, he held
Ten items or Jess, or else!
time for forgery, and during a routine inspection of his quaners the computer to be in civil contempt and ordered the 60
According to a New York Daily News story, a customer officials uncovered forged birth certificates, marriage licenses, megabyte fine. Thejudge added, however, that the computer
in a New York City supennarket recently became upset that and a paycheck stub. An official said the prison tries to get could purge itself of this contempt by ceasing the production
and mailing of documents to the Vivians.
another woman was abusing the maximum limit for items at inmates jobs "based on their interests."

